Dear, Mxxxxxx
Your palmistry reading for jan, 16th 2017
Mxxxx, I'll be starting with your right palm, which is your current state then following with
your left (your potential)
Your right palm.
YOUR HEART LINE This line is the line located towards the top part of the palm, just below
the fingers, Your heart line shows heart, both physically and emotionally.Your heart line being
curved in an upwards position symbolizes that you're are good at setting romantic atmospheres
and also good at speaking out when needed. Your heart line has an ending between the mount
of Jupiter and Saturn while curved which means you are a person who tends to be very
sensitive but intuitive, a person who express her feelings easily. The end of the heart line
towards the outside of the hand branches off (the branches both pointing upwards and
downwards) You have two very strong romantic relationships pointing upwards in your heart
line, which both relate to a personal connection romantically.You have 4 downwards branches
which symbolize unhappiness in your relationships current or past and the same with the
upwards pointed branches. The depth and clarity within your heartline symbolizes stress within
your environment , stress with both your Physical and emotional health towards the
beginning while the ending lines connected to your branch lines, the depth shows me that you
are sincere within your relationships and that you are at peace with your emotions. You have a
great strong heart line with so much life, experience and so much positive light to look forward
to romantically, physically and emotionally
YOUR HEAD LINE: Your headline basically tells your current emotional state and focuses on
who you are emotionally. Mxxxxx, your head lines depth shows that you are a sensible person
with an excellent memory and concentration when it comes to matters of the heart/emotionally.
A shorter headline, like you have symbolizes a person with a pretty straightforward approach, a
person who doesn't "sugar coat matters" of the heart, you will say what you feel. similar to the
branching of your headline, you do have a couple upwards branches and downwards branches,
yet differently, the branches downwards symbolize a struggle, something negative which has an
impact on you during your life, something which has affected you emotionally. While the
upwards branches symbolize the positive and these positives can still be yet to come. You're a
person with big dreams that isn't exactly centered. This breaks in the center, which isn't exactly
a bad thing, this just shows stress and anxiety about a particular matter concerning finances and
career... he absence denotes a sluggish approach to particular matters concerning work and
home. The branches together symbolizes the events that are yet to come (both positive and
negative) And the distractions that can take you off of your intellectual path.
YOUR FATE LINE: Mxxxxx, Your health, physical and emotional well being. Your fate lines
length shows a great ability to overcome sickness both emotionally and physically while the
length in particular shows that you are a wellbalanced person. the bit of "chaining i see does
symbolize a life that has and will continue to take you in all directions, the length , depth and
chaining together shows some recent illness , emotionally down at times , you do have the
strength to pull out of this both physically and emotionally.
CHILDREN ( i actually see three lines here) a son , a daughter and a third , which can even
symbolize a close bond to a pet, step child , adopted children, I personally have no children
but i have many children lines, i count furbabies too.
MARRIAGE (one, rare, DEEP and strong marriage . , that will does not break or split into other
marriages.

TRIANGLE, Triangles are lucky markings, markings that symbolize success and not every
person has them. The triangle you have is located under your right ring finger , this denotes a
person who has an ability to analyze a situation with both brainpower and tact, you can and do
have the power to analyze any situation effectively. You are also a very spiritual person though
the mount of Saturn (middle finger) shows a blockage in your creatively.
FINGER SHAPES. You have more of an intellectual hand style, hands that are known to be for
people who choose rational, logical thinking, You're a person who can and does learn quickly.
YOUR LEFT PALM. Your potential.
THE HEART LINE: Your heart line shows heart, both physically and emotionally.Your heart
line being curved in an upwards position symbolizes that you're are good at setting romantic
atmospheres and also good at speaking out when needed. Same as your right hand though the
extra chaining of your left hand denotes a person who is easily hurt on the emotional front, clear
and deep being your need to want and give honesty in all matters of the heart, The double fork
pushes much more in the left hand which signifying combining romance practicability with
common sense. The straightness of this line also shows a person who is mind driven opposed to
emotionally driven , you are practical and logical in both your right and your left palms. While
your left headline says "use common sense within your relationships" say, there's , hiccups or
concerns, Your intuitive side is there, its real, trust this because this along side your strong
logical side is your answer to any issues, deabtes and hiccups within your personal
relationships.
YOUR HEADLINE: The curved slope of your left hand symbolizes that you are an idealistic
person who is open to new ideas, opposed to your right hand, your potential hand pushes you to
live more , love more , show your creative abilities , let yourself be open to new ideas and new
insights.
YOUR LIFELINE: The length, depeth and the branching within the lifeline shows a person of
excellent health opposed to the right hand which has more branching , this line, on your left
hand has the sister lines " a luckier set of lines" which says, You , have control of your health,
as well. Meaning, dieting, exercise, doing both mentally and physically stimulating can benefit
your health in such positive ways dramatically. Your same depth shows me that you a person
that can and will overcome any bump in the road physically and mentally. The double line
towards the bottom of your lifeline is a person who is and will continue to be watching over
you. The downwards branching on the right opposed to the left shows a person whom may be
quite frivolous at times, With the line missing on the left hand, this states a person who can
control excessiveness which will bring in positivity and DEEP smooth, life path.
CHILDREN the lefthand shows 4 children lines. 3 boy children, 1female, Which again , could
mean adopted, step children and even pets.
MARRIAGE two strong marriages with one that breaks off into two relationships together , the
split on the the one marriage line shows two relationships at once, this is a symbolism of
choice.
APOLLO SUN LINE: The apollo sun line is the line near your fate line , that runs directly
upwards on your palm , this line is not found on your right hand, it symbolizes set backs, as you
did not follow your "potential hand" in some matters, its common for this line to appear on a
less dominate hand, your set backs being illness, emotional issues, stress related issues or
anything that has been driving you of course. This isn't a bad line , its just one that makes a
clear statement, getting on track will begin with listening to yourself your intuitive side, being
as strong as it really is , even though the logical side can push it aside, sometimes.

Thank you, PsychicJane

